There are a few dozen electronic books mostly of Novgorodica (learned society publications, archaeology, etc.) and mostly pre-revolutionary on the website of the Novgorod skaia oblastnaia universal'naia nauchnaia biblioteka. The direct link to the page where you can scroll down the listings (with thumbs of the title pages) is: http://www.reglib.natm.ru/book/.

Sample: Sbornik Novgorodskogo Obshchestva liubitelei drevnosti, Vyp. 1 (1916), where I found not Novgorodica but the texts of de Rodes' letters to Queen Christina of 1653 (under the contents heading "Arsenievskie bumagi").

There are some frustrations here. Adelung's text to the Maierberg album is here, but not the drawings; it may well be that for other pubs. where there are drawings etc. you get only the text (the bibliographic entries often specify just text).

Valuable regional history resource.